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#OurCovHeroes
In the summer of 2020, during the first Covid-19 lockdown,
Coventry City of Culture Trust issued a call out to the
people of Coventry to nominate someone they thought
deserved some recognition for going above and beyond.
This campaign was called #OurCovHeroes and was
open to stories of all different kinds, from key workers and
community leaders to helpful neighbours and friends. We
received over 100 amazing nominations and our panel of
local young people from Coventry Youth Activists and the
Belgrade Theatre had the unenviable job of selecting our
final 21. The 21 #OurCovHeroes had their photos taken at
home or work by photographer Ayesha Jones, these are
displayed in Coventry city centre. Five stand out heroes are
also featured on city centre windows as illustrations drawn
by Ana Jaks. To the 21 heroes and to the additional 80 who
were also nominated, thank you for your collective acts of
kindness, care and selflessness.
You are all incredible.

THE FOOD
STORE OWNER
WHO GOES THE
EXTRA MILE
TO HELP HIS
CUSTOMERS.

MR
RAI
Nominated by Julie Marley.
I would like to nominate Mr Rai of the food store, Diana Drive, Potters
Green.
Since lockdown commenced, he has gone out of his way to help the local
community. He offers to deliver groceries and prescriptions to the elderly
and vulnerable, sources products such as anti-bacteria gel and wipes
which are unavailable locally, all whilst continuing to manage his shop.
When others were increasing the price of hard to obtain items, Mr Rai
bought in bulk, items such as hand sanitizer, flour and toilet paper and
offered these free to customers. There is always a treat for the children,
again free of charge.
Mr Rai has set up a Facebook page for the store allowing customers to
contact him should they need anything. All this he does with a smile. This
gentleman has been invaluable to the community during this awful time.
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AILEEN
O’SHEA
Nominated by Jo Feltham.
I would like to nominate Aileen O’Shea, she has worked for Coventry City
Council for 30 years, the last 16 years as a Registrar supporting people
through those key events in their lives, births, deaths and marriages.
On May 6th she went the extra mile to ensure a couple had their last wish
to be married which was carried out on the ITU ward at UHCW, sadly
since the groom has died. She gives thoughtful and caring support to the
families.
She retired at the end of May 2020 and celebrates her birthday on June
6th, what a befitting end to her career to have been chosen, ‘All Heroes
are Human’.

THE REGISTRAR
WHO ENABLED A
BITTER SWEET
END OF LIFE
WEDDING.
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KELLY
ILES
Nominated by Samantha Eliza Robson.
I’d like to nominate Kelly from The Barn Kitchen, who has delivered
72,500 free meals to local hospitals for NHS staff.
They undoubtedly deserve some serious recognition for what they
have done. They began on 20th March delivering afternoon teas to
hospitals that were originally allocated for Mother’s Day but couldn’t
be used as the restaurants were forced to close.
Kelly and her team overcame hurdles to kickstart their ‘feed the
NHS’ project, donating their own stock, raising £10,000 and getting
surplus supplies from supermarkets to help feed our doctors and
nurses. Coming from a nursing family of six nurses she has always
been grateful, but now it is time to say thank you to Kelly and her
team. They have hearts of gold.

GARRY
BRATT

THE ENGINEER
WHO KEPT SPIRITS
HIGH IN THE
NEIGHBOURHOOD
BY ORGANISING
FUN AND GAMES
FOR ALL.

Nominated by Sherrie Edgar.
Gary has been a strong and kind person within his community, providing
help by knocking on neighbours doors to see if they need anything
collecting including shopping or prescriptions. He is always a person that
the whole community warms to and a person people find very easy to
approach for help.

THE OWNER OF
FOOD BUSINESS
WHO FED
THOUSANDS
OF FRONT LINE
HEROES.
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Every Saturday evening during isolation, Gary has provided a muchneeded get-together for his street. People come out of their homes with
their tables and chairs and sit at the end of their houses to be entertained
by Gary who delivers bingo, bottle top card games, quizzes with prizes
and street dancing, all safely outside their homes and with physical
distancing.
These events have become very popular with Coventrians, going viral
when a neighbour had posted a street conga on VE day. It helps people to
talk, lowering anxiety and loneliness.
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LORAINE
MASIYA MPONELA
Nominated by Laura Nyahuye.
Loraine is an asylum seeker who is vigilantly and selflessly working hard to
make sure that members of CARAG and beyond are keeping well during
the national lockdown.
She is constantly supporting local people by looking for funds, securing
housing for the homeless and arranging food for those who need it. In
the background she is organising and attending meetings, working on
petitions and writing articles which occasionally results in sleepless
nights.
She is doing all this despite being worried about her own situation.
She is an inspiration.

THE INSPIRATIONAL
WOMAN WHO
ACTS OUT OF LOVE
DESITE HER OWN
FEARS.
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SHEILA
TATUM
Nominated by Tina Thompson.
When the decision was taken to close Abbey Park Care Home to visitors
on 10th March Sheila offered her services as a volunteer and, despite the
risk to herself she has come to the site every day and has been on her
hands and knees deep cleaning areas and offering support to all staff on a
daily basis.
She has gone above and beyond, cleaning equipment, deep cleaning
infected units, answered telephones, befriended shielding staff members
and has offered to collect shopping and prescriptions.

BRETT
KOWALSKI

THE LORRY DRIVER
WHO CAPTURES
THE BEAUTIFUL
SIDE TO LIFE.

We had some truly dark moments here which was traumatic for all
concerned, but Sheila’s empathy and understanding for staff was
invaluable. On one occasion I thanked her for coming in and helping and
her response was ‘no thank you, for giving me a purpose’. I have no words
she is truly inspirational!

Nominated by Regan Thacker.
Brett’s my hero. He drives a HGV lorry for Royal Mail, and
he’s an amazing photographer and community leader.
He set up and manages an online photography community
UK Pic of the Day on Instagram. He is also very thoughtful,
patient and caring.
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THE RETIRED
PALIATIVE
NURSE WHO
STILL CARES
FOR OTHERS
EVERYDAY.
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EVIE
BARRISCALE
Nominated by Sharon Barriscale.
Since the early days of lockdown she decided to fundraise for The
Children’s Air Ambulance. She came upon an idea to create colourful
heart shaped magnets and keyrings and sell them for a small donation.
Lots of people bought them to send to their loved ones who they could
not be with, each one containing a motivational word.
She completed approximately 80 hearts, working on them every day in
between homeschooling and delivering them on our daily walks.
Through her determination and kindness, she has really shown what
can be achieved when times are hard, raising £208 for The Children’s
Air Ambulance.

THE YOUNG
GIRL WHO
USED HER
CREATIVITY TO
RAISE MONEY
FOR THE
CHILDREN’S AIR
AMBULANCE.
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JULIAH
GALLIERS
Nominated by Claire Silvester & Janson Strain

THE
PSYCHOLOGIST
PASSIONATE
ABOUT WOMEN’S
SAFETY AND
SUPPORTING
BLACK, ASIAN
AND MINORITY
COMMUNITIES.
MANJIT
REHAL

Juliah is a nurse working in life-saving cardiac surgery at University
Hospital in Coventry. Not only does she work long shifts, but she’s also
often on-call at all times of day and night as her skills are much in demand.
Her compassion and calm in an emergency are extraordinary.
Although educated to masters degree level at Coventry Uni, we almost
lost her skills permanently when her applications to work in the UK were
repeatedly held up. At one point she gave up hope of passing the English
language tests imposed on UK nurses so she accepted a position in
Dublin until she was recruited by a Birmingham hospital and was finally
able to transfer back to Coventry before her beautiful wedding at St
Mary’s Hall last year.
She has many concerns for her
family living in Kenya and Dubai
during Covid-19 and hopes to see
them again soon. Juliah brings
enormous joy to everyone who
knows her, we are so lucky she
chose Coventry as her home!

Nominated by Chaitrali Chitre.
I would like to nominate Manjit Rehal who is a chartered counselling
psychologist who works as a senior outreach practitioner with CRASAC.
She does a lot of volunteering in and around Coventry and helps women
in need. Manjit has touched many lives during this pandemic as she has
worked tirelessly to help people in need.
She has voluntarily given her time to deliver vital safeguarding and
awareness sessions for victims of rape and abuse, providing hope and
strength to those in need, particularly in BAME communities.

THE NURSE
WHO BRINGS
ENORMOUS JOY
TO EVERYONE
WHO KNOWS HER.

Thank you Manjit.
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THE VOLUNTARY GROUP
LEADER WHO KEEPS THE
COMMUNITY CONNECTED
THOUGH CREATIVITY AND
WORKSHOPS.

THE CARE HOME DEPUTY
MANAGER WHO ENSURED
LOVERS SAID THEIR FINAL
GOODBYES AS THE CITY
WAS SLEEPING.
LISA
CHANT
Nominated by Stacey Smith.
I would like to nominate my Deputy Manager, Lisa Chant who went above
and beyond to a husband who lost his wife (our resident) recently and at
early hours in the morning, collected him from his home in order to ensure
he spent her final hours with him.
I feel as care workers we always work to a level to ensure all residents
receive the highest quality of care delivery and feel on this occasion Lisa,
went above and beyond for both the resident and her husband.
To me, she is a hero and was especially to the husband on this day.
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CHAITRALI
CHITRE
Nominated by Snehal Narpatil.
I would like to nominate Mrs
Chaitrali Chitre for Our Cov
Heroes. She runs a community
voluntary group known as the
Sahyadri Friends Group.
There are various programs
organised throughout the year.
However, since lockdown began,
the introduction of various
programs including yoga, kids
craft education, motivational
sessions and keeping safe
classes have been a huge boost
to us and our entire family.
It has been very engaging for us!
Thank you Chaitrali.
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ANNA-MARIE
CORBETT
Nominated by Harrison Brown.

THE OFFICER
WHO ACTED
QUICKLY TO
STOP A STREET
TRADGEDY.
PC
SHUAN KING
Nominated by Sgt Darren Walden, Neighbourhood Policing Supervisor.
At approximately 03.00hrs on Thursday 30th April 2020 PC Shaun King
was on his way home after finishing four hours late due to another matter.
He had just dropped a colleague home and was on his way back to his
own house. He could smell smoke and his attention was drawn to a light
between some houses.

Anna Marie, Centre Manager at the Canley Community Centre, is an
inspiration to her community. Not only does she work tirelessly to make
sure every member of her community is represented, supported, and
cared for but she does this work entirely as a volunteer—literally, out of
the kindness of her heart.
Anna Marie is loved and well respected across the city. She has brought
happiness to hundreds of families and continues to serve her community
through the initiatives like The Canley Food Hub and Children’s Fun Club &
Youth Club.
Anna Marie has been instrumental in raising money to keep the centre
running after vital funds were cut from the council budgets in 2016. She
has assembled a strong, dedicated, and trustworthy group of volunteers
who keep the going. She is a true local hero.

On investigation he could see a car was engulfed in flames. No one
was about and it was parked in between two houses. The flames were
spreading to the fencing and up the walls. He immediately called the fire
brigade and evacuated nearby residents.
The fire brigade attended and dealt with the fire; luckily no one was hurt or
injured.
The occupant of one of the houses has explained how grateful he is
for PC King’s actions. They have three grandchildren aged 15, 13 and 11
staying with them for the lockdown, his wife is disabled and on crutches;
the next door neighbour has a 13-year-old child; the other neighbour has
a 6 year old. The occupant states that the fire brigade told him the fire
was about 3 minutes away from setting fire to the roof of his house. He is
convinced that PC King potentially saved his and his family’s lives.
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THE
COMMUNITY
CENTRE
MANGER WHO
IS A BEACON
OF LIGHT IN
CANLEY.
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CAROLINE
SINCLAIR
Nominated by Elizabeth Surrey.
I’d like to nominate my friend, Caroline Sinclair, who only moved to
Coventry a couple of years ago. I visited her last year and she was so
proud of the city, taking me to see Lady Godiva and up the old cathedral
tower.
Upon being furloughed at the start of lockdown, rather than sit in her PJs
all day, she’s only gone and started up a food bank called the Cheylesmore
Food Hub. She’s overcome funding hurdles and within 8 weeks they are
already helping 30+ families a week.
I’m so impressed and proud of her, she really is a Coventry hero!

THE FUNDRAISER
WHO STARTED
HER OWN
FOOD BANK TO
SUPPORT LOCAL
PEOPLE.
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THE ‘PRIDE OF
WILLENHALL’
LOCAL DJ WHO
RECEIVED 21
NOMONATIONS
FOR BRINGING
JOY THROUGH
MUSIC.

RICH
BRANDIST
Nominated by multiple Coventry residents, words by Jan Goggins.
This man has given up his time every Thursday and Saturday to spend
hours playing records, running games, and doing raffles as part of his
online DJ set.

RACHELLE
MORGAN
Nominated by Sarah Emsden.
Rachelle works tirelessly with multiple charities and services across
the city to address the many challenges for people experiencing
homelessness within Coventry. Despite having periods of homelessness
herself and episodes of ill health, Rachelle always has an eye on the needs
of others and what she can do to help.
At the Anchor Centre, a specialist health Centre for the homeless and
vulnerably housed, Rachelle is a valued volunteer member of our patient’s
participation group. She helps us identify any gaps in our services and
enables us to build on our successes. We have been especially impressed
at the kind and thoughtful way she supports and encourages participation
of other volunteers in the group.
Rachelle has also befriended one
of our particularly vulnerable
patients and has supported her in
attending other groups and
services within the city.
I can’t think of a more worthy
candidate for Our Cov Heroes.

He has people sponsor the sessions and has raised lots of money for the
funeral of a young lad cruelly murdered. He also raised lots of money for
local groups including the Betty Ennis Foundation and Folly Lane Club.
On these evenings he takes requests, talks to us like we are friends and is
just a genuinely really nice person. He has kept most of us sane over the
lockdown and has brought a sense of socialisation and normality to a very
hard time.
He does this totally voluntarily for his community. He’s an all-round
great guy.
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THE SELFLESS
VOLUNTEER
SUPPORTING
OTHERS WITH
KINDNESS AND
COMPASSION.
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MIKE
STOTT
Nominated by Kieran Lambert.
Mike set up his first street party for our road (a close with about 50
houses) a few years ago, on the first anniversary of Jo Cox’s killing, to
bring everyone together and give them a chance to chat and get to know
one another.
In the years since these parties have grown and spread down our street,
with more neighbours meeting up each time. During lockdown he’s
done a lot more of this; we now have a WhatsApp group for our street,
and he hand-delivered messages for older residents who struggle with
technology, despite being in his 70s himself.
He also helped people get together for Clap for Carers and organised a
parade for St George’s day during lockdown, when we dressed up in 40’s
outfits to channel some ‘blitz spirit’.
He’s a top bloke and has done a lot to bring people together.

THE LEADER
OF A LOCAL
NEIGHBOURHOOD
ASSOCIATION
REAWAKENS
A SPOT OF
NATURE FOR THE
COMMUNITY.

RAY
WILSON
Nominated by Joanna Chima.
For many years weekly working parties from the South Earlsdon
Neighbours Association (SENA), led by Ray Wilson, have worked hard to
rejuvenate the winding woodland paths and quiet glades running parallel
to the Kenilworth Road.

THE RETIRED
GARDENING
ENTHUSIAST
WHO HAS
KEPT THE
COMMUNITY
SPIRIT
THRIVING IN
COVENTRY.
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Since lockdown though, this quiet haven has become a place of both
peaceful solace and of delight and laughter for many as Ray and his
team have set up Kids Picture Trails. The positive response to this simple
activity has been amazing. Young and old, families, couples and singles
have rediscovered the simple pleasure of a gentle walk with the added
bonus of spotting bears, hungry caterpillars, greedy crocodiles, Gruffalos
and wonky donkeys!
Ray Wilson is an unsung hero who has quietly and modestly, over the
years polished a diamond in the rough and has now revealed, in our time of
need, a hidden gem right on our doorstep.
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THE HERO DUO,
HUSBAND AND
WIFE - BIG HEARTS
DOING SMALL
EVERYDAY ACTS
OF KINDNESS.

VAL AND
NIGEL ELVIN
Nominated by Richard Harrison.
The residents of our street would love to nominate the kindest, most
community spirited, and fun neighbours in Coventry, Val and Nigel Elvin.
Early on in lockdown, via our street WhatsApp group, Nigel offered to paint
everyone’s coping stones on their garden walls. He claims he was bored,
being furloughed, but it’s clear he loved helping his neighbours. Since
then Nigel has spearheaded repainting our street signs, planting flowers
around the street, and being the secret Chocolate Fairy that regularly has
left gifts on doorsteps of most neighbours.
Alongside this, Val has baked scones, shortbread and cakes and gifted
them to neighbours in need of cheering up, for our street celebrations of
50th anniversaries, VE day and birthdays and she has also sent cakes into
work, where she is also furloughed from, to staff still working to say thank
you for carrying on.
They are truly the heart and soul of the street and have brought support
and joy to many neighbours and have become good friends that we might
never have met.
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INDERJIT
SINGH
Nominated by Nobby Clarke.
I would like to nominate Inderjit Singh from Langar Aid.
Inderjit has been working flat out all winter hosting the Coventry
Emergency Shelter at Langar Aid House, Spon End, Coventry,
which has looked after up to 20 rough sleepers each night from
November to February.
As this finished and we went into lockdown, he took it upon himself
to feed around 200 vulnerable individuals seven days a week. He
has barely missed a shift and is an inspiration to all of us.
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THE HOST AT LANGER
AID WHO WORKED
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
DURING LOCKDOWN
TO FEED 200+
VULNERNABLE PEOPLE.
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ALL THE NOMINEES
FOR #OURCOVHEROES
Aaron Ashmore
Aaron Beale
Aidan Corkerry
Aileen O’Shea
Alison Glover
Anna Marie Corbett
Atul Gupta
Avtar Kaur and Inderjit Singh
Beechwood Gardens Care Home
Brett Kowolski
Caroline Sinclair
Caroline Taylor
Carolyn Peacock
Chaitrali Chitre
Charlotte Kennedy
Chris Mckenna
Coventry Culture Show
David Emslie
DEO Jane Shepherd
DEO Tobias Gratham
Dr Thea Gibbs
Elizabeth Frazer, Jonathan
Frazer and Jeremy Frazer
Elsie Bisp
Emily Mock
Megan Cooke
Kath Merry
Flight Lieutenant Samantha Collins
Garry Bratt
Gurdeep Dua
Gus Bhandal
Evie Barriscale
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Holly-Anne Bacon
Inderjit Singh
Jacqueline Thomas
David Kendall
Jade Falconer
James Harrison
Janet Wilson
Jasroop Purewall
Joanna Kamysz-Grabiec and
all staff of MBI Homecare Ltd
Joe Bowman
Joel McCormack
Juliah Galliers
Karen Bucknall
Kelly McDonald
Kelly Iles
Kerri Bowers
Kim Slade
Liaison and Diversion Team
Lisa Chant
Lisa Goodsir and Jane Lisle
Empower Community buddy
group (SAFE)
Loraine Masiya Mponela
Lorella Medici
Manjit Rehal
Mario Nikolov
Matt Stiles
Melanie Moon
Michelle Edgar
Midland Langer Seva Society
Mike Stott
Mr Rai
Mr Sweetman
Mr Rendle
Mr Philips

Nor Aziz
Paul Morgan
PC Lorraine Velvett; Coventry
Local Offender Management
Team
PC Shaun King
PCSO Elizabeth Stiles and
PCSO Charlie Rose
Rachel Lancaster
Rachelle Morgan
Ray Wilson
Rich Brandist
Richard Dickson
Ruth Khan
Sgt Sherrie Kimberley
Sheila Tatum
Special Constable Dylan Hinde
Special Constables Daniel
Bennett and Thomas Bushell
Steph White
Stephen Davies
Steven Savage and his staff
at Beechwood Gardens Care
Home
Sue Sampson
The Twenty Nine States
Val and Nigel Elvin
Wendy Harris-Bailey
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#PoetryByPostcard
Loneliness awareness week was more important than
ever in 2020, as the Covid-19 pandemic separated
families and left more people feeling isolated. Care
homes have been some of the places hardest hit by
the pandemic with residents and staff unable to see
family or visitors. Our Caring City team connected
with two Coventry care homes, Sovereign House
and Beechwood Gardens, on the Poetry by Postcard
project. Residents and staff were asked to think about
‘Hopeful Visions Of A New Normal’ and share their
thoughts and reflections. These responses were then
used by poet Joelle Taylor who created a ‘gift’ poem
‘called ‘How the dance remembers you’ in response to
them all’

HOW THE
DANCE
REMEMBERS
YOU BY
JOELLE
TAYLOR
remember
remember
when smoke rose from factory chimneys
and you recognised its face
how the smoke knew your grandmother
remembered her
sewing your family together
in dim light with blue thread
remember motor city?
How you were the small part that made the whole
wheel turn
Remember clocking in?
Fingers performing engine surgery
at the Jaguar factory
& afterward
your hands were blueprints
that left maps all over the hallway Anaglypta
& the white gloss bannister
(How could we forget you Grandfather? You’re everywhere.)
There are still oil wells beneath your fingernails
& your grandchild has inherited your overalls
hangs them by the front door
& thinks of you
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Remember the library when it was still the Locarno?
How our feet forgot the ground
I think they were birds, James
I think feet from all over Coventry
Migrated to that dance floor
Every Friday eve
And flocked to the sounds of 1963
Onwards into the early 80’s
A murmuration of dance steps
from across the globe
Remember
Jonny O’Rourke and his orchestra
Chuck Berry recording Ding A Ling there
remember the Specials
two tone ghost town
remember the factories closing down, &
signing on in the DSS
for a fortnightly giro check
How you wrote your name and thought
This. means. something.
remember hunching
under the weight of mass unemployment
Thatchers’ Britain
The Great Recession
our spines as crooked as politicians
as signatures
remember
when the lights went out?
we got through that. we will get through this.
remember
Fear spreads faster than any virus
& though we are fighting an invisible enemy
& some are afraid of the air
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(How it moves
What it wants)
We are each a defending army
& pull together as one community
we cannot see the light without the dark
there are hidden galaxies in the distance between two stars
remember
we swapped hearts when we married
I can still feel yours in my chest
next to all my buried treasures,
and although you have passed through now
your heart taps a Morse Code
so, I know we are still together
we are
some mornings I can see my daughter
smiling back at me from the shaving mirror
and know it is impossible for me to be alone while she lives in
my face
or while my heartbeat is the sound of
my son’s footsteps
coming home late
or while my skin
is the colour of a June morning
a photograph of a wedding
or while my mother peers out between
the drawn curtains of my eyes
and my father whistles through my lips
a swing tune from ‘45
the song is within us
my whole family
is inside me
DNA branches into a family tree
Whose roots grow deep
and blossom into children
37

together
and after all this
my family of care workers
substitute sons, surrogate daughters
will no longer be dismissed as unskilled labourers but the
very best of us
cleaners and nurses and counsellors
and neighbours, bad joke purveyors
offbeat dancers, domino players
leaders of prayers
they are the first face and the last
they are carers
there is more love, more respect
in a freshly made bed
than in all of Westminster
Sue made Mrs Simmons bed tonight While Deb got her into
nightclothes
And Dave was playing something soft in the lounge he found
scanning the radio a playlist from the old Locarno
close your eyes
breathe deep
imagine you are still there
Tomorrow is an empty dancefloor
And you and me, James
You and me
will move across it like
air.
JOELLE TAYLOR
JUNE 2020
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PRINCIPAL PARTNERS

ARTWORK:
Concept #OurCovHeroes by City Of Culture Trust 2021
Photography by Ayesha Jones – ayeshajones.co.uk
Illustrations by Ana Jaks – anajaks.co.uk
Heroes window design by Pete Lewis – curiousways.com
SPECIAL THANKS TO:

MAJOR PARTNERS

Tom, Prash and Sophie at Coventry Youth Activists
Trish at Coventry BID Limited
Jason at The Jade Studio
MOD Pizza
Cat Ballou
Theatre Absolute
Cara Pickering
Charlie Lavigne
Coventry CWR

DELIVERY PARTNER
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